CORROSION CONTROL IS OUR BUSINESS
“GOOD ENOUGH” JUST DOESN’T SUIT US.
COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS. SINGLE SOURCE.

BLASTONE IS A GLOBAL LEADER FOR ABRASIVE BLASTING AND INDUSTRIAL COATING EQUIPMENT, CONSUMABLES AND KNOW-HOW.

Originally established over 40 years ago to provide technical consulting, BlastOne has grown to become a single source supplier of blasting equipment, abrasives and know-how to customers all over the world.

We stand behind our brand claim of Superior Performance. It’s something we define as ‘Performance³’ – the result of combining superior know-how with superior abrasives and superior equipment.

In short, it’s something that delivers greater cost-efficiencies for our customers.

BlastOne operates internationally from several offices across Australia, New Zealand, North America and UK.

PERFORMANCE

SUPERIOR ABRASIVES | SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT | SUPERIOR KNOW-HOW
RESULTS. WE FIND A WAY TO MAKE ALMOST ANYTHING HAPPEN.
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE IN EVERYTHING WE DO.

SUPERIOR ABRASIVES
Our most highly recommended abrasive for nearly all applications is GMA Garnet, a product that reduces on-site dust levels while increasing production and reducing waste. Our technical engineers will help you assess all of your project requirements as the right choice of abrasive will dramatically affect your bottom line.

SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT

BLASTING SOLUTIONS
With years of experience behind us, BlastOne has developed a range of exceptional high production blasting equipment. When correctly set up and operated at its full potential, such equipment can double the productivity of most average blasters.

PAINTING SOLUTIONS
While we develop technology that is world-renowned, we also represent highly respected painting equipment such as Graco and Wiwa.

We also work closely with all the major protective coating manufacturers to ensure we supply the optimal solution for any project.

RENTAL SOLUTIONS
Our rental fleet is one of the largest in the industry and we are constantly researching and developing the fastest and most cost-effective way to do the job using the latest technology.

INSPECTIONS
We offer a range of equipment that can help our customers protect any new coating from corrosion for 20 years. Such equipment helps measure the dry film thickness, inspect the pinholes and ensure the surface profile is correct.

SYSTEMS
BlastOne has extensive experience in the design, manufacture and testing of Engineered Systems including blast chambers, abrasive recovery and recycling systems, airless shotblast equipment, high-powered vacuum recovery units, Rotoblast™ pipe blasting machines and dust extractors.

SAFETY
Give your team the level of safety protection they deserve with equipment and supplies that are comfortable and effective. Thousands of safety supplies are stocked including respirators, gloves, earplugs, signs and much more.

SUPERIOR KNOW-HOW
BlastOne has long been recognized and respected for outstanding customer service and technical excellence. We’ll work with you to create the ideal system for your purposes, assisting with the design, build, installation, training and after sales support. BlastOne provides tailor-made solutions, cleaner results, safer working environments and a better bottom line.

Our warehouses carry over 119,000 products and our dispatch teams are always on stand-by to have your order processed and delivered as soon as possible.

TRAINING
BlastOne is a strong believer that training makes all the difference. Having the best equipment and smartest planning doesn’t mean much if your technicians aren’t trained. BlastOne offers a vast array of training options. From “Train-the-painter” SSPC accredited courses in our classrooms and practical training centers to on-site user training and support in the field.
OUR CUSTOMERS’ SUCCESS IS OUR PASSION.

OUR WORK WITH SHELL OIL RESULTED IN 75% ON-SITE DUST REDUCTIONS AND AN 80% INCREASE IN BLASTING SPEEDS.
MEDIOCRITY IS NOT TOLERATED.
WE BLAST THE COMPETITION. LITERALLY.

We take a holistic approach in all that we do. Even the smallest aspect of our business is seen within the ‘big picture’ that is our global business.

We invest time at job sites investigating our processes. We invest in our teams with ongoing training. We’re constantly analyzing and measuring the productivity of existing equipment and assessing the merits of new machinery. We are a company that believes that the biggest of organizations are built on the smallest of details.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE INDUSTRY
For over 40 years, BlastOne has been servicing the surface preparation, corrosion control and protective coating industries. Worldwide our expert team is consulted by a growing list of industries.

QUALITY PRODUCTS
Quality at BlastOne is defined – performance, reliability and safety. Faster completion and continuous production on your projects is vital. Product availability ranges from full site facilities to small on-site units, personal protective equipment and accessories for both blasting and coating projects.

QUALITY SERVICE
Outstanding service is the cornerstone of BlastOne’s operation. Our dedicated and highly skilled staff are committed to delivering beyond expectation and ensuring that your specific needs are met wherever possible.

FLEXIBILITY
The ability to adapt swiftly is a strength and source of sustained competitive edge that BlastOne leverages.

SUPERIOR PRODUCT SUPPORT
We specialize in product solutions for large and small projects and have partnered with many companies to deliver projects on time and under budget.

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Multiple warehouses allow for fast delivery on a global scale. BlastOne is forging a growing international reputation by supplying quality equipment to a number of export markets.

THE BEST PRODUCTS  THE BEST PRICE  THE BEST ADVICE  ALWAYS ON TIME  EVERY TIME
My main motivation for joining BlastOne was their commitment to exceeding customer expectations. Every day, I’m faced with new challenges and my management team provides me with the expert training and knowledge to solve complex problems and help my customers improve project efficiency.

BlastOne Sales Consultant
RESULTS. REALIZED.

“Thank you and BlastOne for the excellent equipment, garnet and recommendations you made to us for our recent project together. My men have commented on just how much faster and cleaner the abrasive was. I would estimate that we were able to blast the existing tank lining probably 20% quicker than with other blast units.

We greatly appreciate your efforts and look forward to using you for any future sandblasting needs.”

“We tested the BlastOne Australian Garnet blast media and the results are listed below;

1. The overall cost of the project came in significantly lower than the original quote. Savings were approximately 20%.

2. Significantly less dust was produced minimizing the disturbance to other operations in the facility.

3. Less abrasive was used, resulting in less abrasive that needed to be handled, cleaned up and disposed of.

4. We were able to sand blast faster, decreasing the duration of the project.

Because of these results, we are continuing to utilize the BlastOne media on other painting projects that require sand blasting throughout our facility.”

“I have been blasting for 25 years and I have NEVER used an abrasive as fast and versatile as SpeedBlast. If you aren’t using it, you should be.”

“We were recently introduced to SpeedBlast Garnet and tried it in our portable pot to see how it would perform. After blasting just one piece of equipment, we were convinced that SpeedBlast could live up to the claims made by BlastOne.”

“In my years of supply chain, I have never seen anybody work at the level of customer service that you do! Thank you so much for your help, expertise and friendship. You have raised the bar of customer service for the balance of our vendor group.”

“This stuff is FAST. It is aggressive on everything we have thrown it at. Paint, rust and mill-scale are no match for SpeedBlast. We have since dumped the steel grit from our fixed blasting equipment and replaced it with SpeedBlast.”